
INBOUND OPTIMIZATION & CONTROL

When suppliers control your inbound freight, you give up visibility, predictability and 
accountability of how, when and at what cost you receive the components that make 
your business run. 

When suppliers control your inbound freight, you get “maybes”:

• Maybe standard carrier transit suffices

• Maybe you’d prefer to pay less for added transit days  

• Maybe you’d pay more to expedite material for lesser transit days

• Maybe the carrier will pick up and deliver when expected

• Maybe tracking, ETA and inbound visibility aren’t critical

• Maybe my supplier has excellent market freight rates 

• Maybe my supplier isn’t padding the freight charge 
with shipping & handling fees

When you partner with KDL Logistics to evaluate and manage your 
inbound freight, you gain experience and market intelligence that 
provides the firm answers you need to make intelligent decisions, save 
cost and time, and run your business more profitably. 

With KDL Logistics, you get certainties:

• Ensure delivery method is preferred and expected

• Predictable pricing and rates

• Ensure there is not a shipping upcharge

• Regain the ability to negotiate on product or material costs alone 

• Identification of any additional charges 

• Gain inbound transit tracking visibility 

KDL Logistics can help you offset supply disruption and rising material and labor cost by 
taking control of your inbound shipping away from suppliers and giving it to you. Our 
dedicated team’s industry expertise, accessible technology and client experience will 
supercharge this business-critical function.
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To learn more about how KDL can optimize your inboundshipping, 
contact us at salesinfo@kdlog.com or visit kdlog.com. 

Don’t assume that any 3PL will provide these advantages. Every day we see 3PLs across the 
industry relying on old processes and out-of-date routing letters as the foundation for their service, 
which cause a variety of fundamental performance issues:

• Supplier error

• Misidentified “best carrier” due to order variables like quantity and special services

• The correct best carrier may change after quarterly rate changes

• Incomplete list of included carriers

• Use of a new product supplier altogether without the routing letter

Our dynamic inbound routing tools and dedicated team will automate and optimize your inbound 
shipping process, notifying suppliers of the correct method and carrier to use. Count on KDL 
Logistics to be your partner in modernizing and supercharging your inbound freight.


